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HiperSource Browser software, part of Hiperwall’s HiperSource family, is a powerful tool that makes it easy to show web content 
at high resolution on a video wall. HiperSource Browser provides an efficient direct connection between web content and the 
video wall, thus bypassing the screen capture approach used by HiperSource Sender and Streamer. Because of this, you can 
display ultra-high resolution web and PDF content on the video wall, content that is not constrained by the resolution of a single 
source computer’s screen. Even the resolution of the video wall is not a limitation, allowing you to see the big picture in exact 
detail. In addition, HiperSource software allows each source computer to send several high resolution web pages at once for 
simultaneous display on the video wall. 

Display ultra-high resolution content. 
The virtual browser window in HiperBrowser software lets you display the high resolution content offered on scalable web sites 
like ESRI maps. You are not limited by the resolution of the source computer or the resolution of your video wall. Content can be 
enlarged and still retain all the details.

Introducing
HiperSource Browser

Perfect for displaying ultra-high resolution content (over 200 million pixels) or 
sending several high-resolution web pages from a single PC. 
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Using HiperSource Sender to send browser content from 
the source computer’s monitor to the video wall constrains 
the quality of the content displayed to the resolution of the 
monitor. HiperSource Sender is designed to capture and send 
dynamic content, but is not the best the solution for very high-
resolution content that’s available on the web.

HiperSource Browser software bypasses the source 
computer’s monitor and let’s you display ultra-high resolution 
content (over 200 million pixels) on the video wall. You can 
even zoom into the high resolution content and still retain 
pixel-for-pixel detail.
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Open multiple browser windows from one source computer. 
Another benefit of HiperSource Browser software’s ability to bypass the source computer’s monitor is that you can display 
multiple browser tabs from one source computer. This reduces the number of source computers needed, the complexity of the 
system and the total system cost. 

Using HiperSource Sender you can send browser content 
from the source computer’s monitor to the video wall. 
However you are constrained by the size of the source 
computer’s screen and you can typically only display one piece 
of browser content per source computer monitor.

Using HiperSource Browser you can display multiple browser 
tabs from one source computer. Each browser tab uses one 
HiperSource license. Now you can display several browser 
widgets like a world clock or stock ticker and you can display 
maps, news feeds and more all from one source computer.

HiperSource Browser is a member of 
our powerful HiperSource family, a 
group of interchangeable application 
licenses that deliver live content to 
a video wall. The content can come 
from almost any source on your 
local network or across the Internet, 

including browser content, desktop capture, IP camera 
streams, h.264 streams, capture card input or video files. 
You can configure each HiperSource license to use one 
of four applications. Select the application that best suits 
the type of content you want to display. Change the 
application used at any time.

HiperSource Browser — Provides an efficient, direct 
connection between web content and the video wall. 
Perfect for displaying ultra-high resolution content (over 
200 million pixels) or sending several high-resolution web 
pages from a single PC.  (Requires Hiperwall version 6.0 or 
higher.)
HiperSource Sender — Sends a PC screen or a portion 
of a screen to the wall. Best used for a single piece of 
low-frame-rate or remote content.
HiperSource Streamer — For video streaming from a 
PC or capture device. Allows for high frame rates and 
resolution up to 4K.
HiperSource IP Streams — Designed to bridge IP 
stream sources (such as IP cameras, or h.264 encoders) to 
a video wall.

The HiperSource Family

Browser with 
four open tabs.


